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kind of scientific scepticism within a quite rigid dogmatism,
Its concept of reality necessarily coincides with the scummus
reality of things; it is the individuality of things which
represents the real as opposed to the abstract idea. Strict
realism, on the contrary, transfers the acamt of reality
to the abstract, the idea, the universal, which it places ante
rem (before the thing).
(a) The Problem of the Universalia in f/tt Cfawfatt Agr
As is shown by the reference to the Platonic iclw*lu)*j%
we are discussing a Conflict that reaches very far back,
Certain venomous remarks in Plato concerning anpry-
beards and belated scholars" and "the poor in spirit"
hint at the representatives of two allied schools of
philosophy which agreed ill with the Platonic spirit,
namely the Cynics and the Megarians, AntisihencK,
the representative of the former school, although hy no
means remote from the Socratic mental atmosphere and
even a friend of Xenophon, was nevertheless avowedly ill-
disposed to Plato's beautiful world of ideas. He even
wrote a pamphlet against Plato, in which he offensively
converted Plato's name to ScKW, Su(W means boy or
man, but from the sexual aspect, since <r«(W com<s»
from vdOtj, penis; whereby Antisthcncs, in the well-
known manner of projection, delicately suggests to u*
upon what matters he has a grudge against Plato, am
we have seen, this was also for Qrigen, the Christian, the
~fother'—prime-cause (Auch-Urgrund), that very dwil
whom he sought to lay hold of by means of self-castration,
in order to pass over without impediment into the richly
embellished world of ideas. But Antisthenes wan a pre-
Christian pagan, to whom that thing was still of profound
interest for which the phallus since earliest times has stood
as the acknowledged symbol, namely sensation in its most
liberal sense; not that he was alone in this interest, for

